Formyl peptide chemotaxis receptors on the rat neutrophil: experimental evidence for negative cooperativity.
To examine the existence of negative cooperativity among formyl peptide chemotaxis receptors, steady-state binding of f Met-Leu-[3H]Phe to viable rat neutrophils and their purified plasma membranes was measured and the data were subjected to statistical analysis and to computer curve fitting using the NONLIN computer program. Curvilinear, concave upward Scatchard plots were obtained. NONLIN and statistical analysis of the binding data indicated that a two-saturable-sites model was preferable to a one-saturable-site model and statistically valid by the F-test (P less than .010). In addition, Hill coefficients of 0.80 +/- 0.02 were obtained. Kinetic dissociation experiments using purified plasma membranes showed evidence of site-site interactions of the destabilizing type (negative cooperativity). Thus, unlabeled f Met-Leu-Phe accelerated the dissociation of f Met-Leu-[3H]Phe under conditions where no rebinding of radioligand occurred. The rate of dissociation of f Met-Leu-[3H]Phe from the plasma membranes was dependent on the fold excess of unlabeled f Met-Leu-Phe used in the dilution medium; at the highest concentration tested (10,000-fold excess), the dissociation rate was more than double the dissociation rate seen with dilution alone. In addition, occupancy-dependent affinity was ascertained directly by studying the effect of increasing fractional receptor saturation with labeled ligand on the dissociation rate of the receptor-bound labeled ligand. These data showed that the f Met-Leu-[3H]Phe dissociation rate was dependent on the degree of binding site occupancy over the entire biologically relevant range of formyl peptide concentrations. Furthermore, monitoring of the time course of dissociation of the receptor/f Met-Leu-[3H]Phe receptor/f Met-Leu-[3H]Phe complex as a function of receptor occupancy revealed that receptor affinity for f Met-Leu-Phe remained occupancy-dependent during the entire time of dissociation examined (up to 10 min). Finally, the average affinity profile of the equilibrium binding data demonstrated a 60% decrease in receptor affinity in changing from the high affinity to the low affinity conformation.